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The Junction Journal is 25 years young in 2017 but 
it is the 28th Douglas Daly District Funkhana 

 

It is a pity that the Junction Journal is not as old as the Funkhana as there isn’t a full print record 

of the commencement of this annual event but fortunately I was here and do have photos of the 

inaugural Funkhana held in the early dry season at the Douglas Daly Research Farm in 1990.   

Did you say 28 Funkhanas but this annual event started in 1990???  Yes that’s right, it has been 

an annual event since 1991 with two Funkhanas held in 1990.  The second one was held around 

the beginning of the build-up at Kumbyechants in 1990 with the Research Farm hosting once 

again the 1991 Funkhana. From 1992 for a few years the Funkhanas were held at the Corn 

Patch/Douglas Daly Tourist Park with some being held back on the Research Farm before being      

permanently relocated to the Community Oval at the Douglas Daly Community Hall. 

The Junction Journal has documented most of the results of all the Funkhanas from 1992.         

Apparently some horses ate the adult results one year!! Computerisation and digital photos were 

not that brilliant in the early years so pictorial records are few and far apart. Whilst I was looking in 

the very early editions of the JJ I came across some results for 1994 that were very interesting.  

What current locals won first place and placed third in the Adult Barrel Race with one of these 

people placing second in the adult flag race showing “great originality in this event, after knocking 

the barrel over and still managed to place every cup into it, whilst on its side”.  Check out the    

answers later on. 

So, why and how did this annual event start?  In 1990 the Douglas Daly was a very young district 

with the area opening up for farming just a decade prior.  The Douglas Daly Community Hall and 

Fleming townsite did not exist and the social get togethers were centred around the Douglas Daly 

School, Douglas Daly Farm Social Club and the Corn Patch (now known as the Douglas Daly 

Tourist Park). 

The community members decided that a social event that was a “FUN” event should be held to 

give the local children something to look forward to as well as the older folk.  It was decided that a 

horse orientated event would be the way to go that gave everyone (horse riders and non-horse 

riders) something to do with a bit of friendly competition. There were horse events for all ages, 

including adult led events in some of the Funkhanas as well as non-horse events to cater for all.  

It was pleasing to see “horse preparation” clinics run for local children for weeks before the 

Funkhana so it just wasn’t the case of jumping on a horse for the day but actually learning to ride 

prior to the event. 

Year after year a community committee organised the event and the sponsorship.  There are too 

many people to thank for their continuous years of organising this event and those people know 

who they are and the Douglas Daly community thanks you for everything you have all done over 

the years to ensure this event has never died.  A special 

thanks must go to the sponsors of the trophies and      

ribbons which for the first 15+ years were from          

community donated money/and or trophies.  In the early 

years these trophies were donated by local organisations 

(such as the playgroup, school and the Junction Journal) 

and families.  For a huge number of years the kind   

sponsorship of Ian and Kay McBean supplied the        

trophies that many children have received. The         
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community thanks your kind generosity and those who support this annual event now.   

So how did it end up at the Community Oval at Fleming townsite? When the townsite of Fleming 

was gazetted the community through the Douglas Daly Volunteer Bushfire Brigade Sport &    

Recreation group started to lobby to have the recreational area released so the community could 

develop it and take over the management of it. Through this lobbying process the Douglas Daly         

Community Development Association eventually evolved and once the recreational area was   

created the annual Funkhana moved to its new home. 

From the early Funkhanas fundraising was a major thing associated with this event.  The     

Douglas Daly School Association catered for lunches and tea, with the playgroup running a     

mobile crèche at many Funkhanas. An annual Funkhana auction was also held with all proceeds 

going towards the creation of a community recreational area.  Before the TDDCDAI’s creation 

these funds were held in trust by the Douglas Daly School Association and once the new       

community organisation had their bank account up and running these funds were transferred and 

were used towards the initial development of the oval and community hall.  None of these initial 

funds were used towards future Funkhanas as each year a sub committee was formed and 

worked to raise the funds needed to run the Funkhana with any excess being held over for the 

next year.  Eventually the fundraising associated with Funkhanas was moved to the annual   

cricket match which is now the community’s biggest fundraising event.  The Funkhana has now 

gone back to the original conception of being a “FUN” day.  I hope everyone has a great day this 

June 24. 

1994 Douglas Daly District Funkhana Results 

Adult Barrel Race 

 1st  Chris Hazel  riding  Elvira  19.75 sec 

 2nd  Jan Allen    riding  Buckaroo  20.25 sec 

 3rd  Nelson Nunn  riding  Pepsi  20.41 sec 

 

Adult Flag Race  — 2nd place  Nelson Nunn  riding  Pepsi 

NB: Chris Hazel (19.50 secs) came in 10th, 13th & 14th place as fastest barrel racer over 25 

Funkhanas (1990—2014) with the outright champion being Katie McKean (17.07 secs) in 1st, 

2nd and 4th position.  Chris Howie (18.70 secs) in 3rd and Dad, Phil (19.10 secs) in 5th. 

  


